
CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

Incomplete
Solutions,

ATHEW Cherian was dis-
tracted. He was to shift into
his new office in Worli in
two weeks and his com-
puter system was not yet
operational. Cherian had
defined his computing

needs carefully so that' his new office as
well as the new division that he was to head
were totally self-sufficient. As vice-presi-
dent (exports) at Belfry Industries, he was
constantly working towards cost efficiency.
Shifting from the head office to an independ-
ent location was a good move, but it also meant
a loss of computing support. Cherian preferred
to invest in automation rather than expand the
workforce. "We will automate wherever possible.
Machines can do a lot more than we realise," he told
his commercial manager, Suresh Nair.

The two pondered over a number of computer jour-
nals and finally identified four computers which seemed
to suit their needs. One of them was the Daffodil-Province.
His counterpart in Brazil, Tim McNamara, had suggested he
also invest in a Daffodil-Matrix, a lightweight laptop, which Cher-
ian agreed would be very useful, given his hectic travel schedule.

The Daffodil range was a good choice. Not only was it consid-
ered top-of-the-Iine in the US, but, more importantly, Daffodil
computers were now also available in India. Earlier Cherian
would have had to buy the computers through the Brazil office,

Belfry thought it was buying a total package
when it placed an order for Daffodil
computers. But instead it was saddled with a
host of incomplete solutions

This case study was first published in BW,
29 November 1995.
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and then gone through the gruelling process
of getting them into the country. Apart from
that, he would also have had to suffer the im-
port duty capitalisation cost and an increased
payback period. But today, he just had to call
Oregano Systems, Daffodil's agents in India,
and (as their advertisement promised) before
he could say 'Yellow Daffodil,' the system
would be delivered to him. An excited Cher-
ian told Nair: "It's great to be alive in global In-
dia. It feels very good!"

YetCherian was careful not to get carried
away. He wanted to check out the various

configurations available so that the
machine he finally got suited the

requirements of his office. He
said to Nair: "The Daffodil

looks appealing and
sleek, but it is better

that we define our
specifications first and establish a

best fit, before mentally committing
to Oregano."

Oregano responded to Cher-
Ian's query with alacrity. Its

systems manager, Duleep
Pardi, promptly visited Bel-
fry, where Cherian defined
his needs and specifica-
tions over a detailed
three-hour meeting." At
present, we have a Torro
486 and we want the
new system configura-
tion to integrate with
it," he explained. "Tell
us what the Daffodil
computers can do."

Pardi said that the
Daffodil-Province was
the ideal choice for Bel-
fry's export division, also
confirming its capability

to interface with the Torro.
"It's a simple operation and

we will take care of t hat," he
said. "We are only the dis-

tributors. Our seller, Maxware
Machines, will deliver the sys-

tem," he added.
Belfry placed an order that

same afternoon. Apart from the
Province and the Matrix, Cherian also

ordered a printer and a scanner which
Pardi said would be necessary to operate

the fax card. Cherian felt that it was a worth-
while investment even though it meant an addi-

tional Rs 57,000. "Give us 10 days, and the entire lot
will be with you," promised Pardi.
But the Province was delivered only after three weeks.

"What about the rest?" asked Cherian, when he called Pardi.
Pardiassured him that they would be there" in a day or two".

A "day or two" stretched into weeks. The
scanner arrived two weeks later. Worse, it was
a hand-held machine and tedious to operate:
text was scanned in two parts and then
'stitched' together for transmission. Cherian
was beginning to lose his patience. "This
won't do," he told Nair. Incidentally, Oregano
did not have the A4 page scanner.

Meanwhile, Shyam Naik, the engineer
from Maxware fumbled with cables and but-
tons and switches as he installed the system
at Belfry. It was his first installation, he con-
fided. The Belfry staff, on the other hand, was
very excited at the prospect of using Daf-
fodil's sophisticated hardware. So,while Naik
fumbled, they pitched in by reading the man-
ual and connecting the cables and ports
themselves. After about 90 minutes of trial
and error the information technology head at
Belfry, Vasudev Karnik, managed to find the

right ports to hook the cables and when for the fifth time the
power switch was put on, the machines came alive.

The Belfry team heaved a sigh of relief. Naik then began loading
the software. Only he just could not get the stubborn system to ac-
cept it. Cherian watched with a sinking feeling as Naik fumbled
around while the Daffodil blinked innocently, unable to digest the
software it was being fed. Finally, unable to bear it anymore, he told
the embarrassed engineer: "Leave it, we will figure it out."

That wasn't the end of Cherian's nightmare. Seven days later,
the printer arrived - minus the cable, of course. An exasperated
Cherian found it impossible to be polite anymore. "Surely, if you
are selling me a printer, you will need to supply me the accessories
that are crucial to making it work," he said frostily. The engineer
promised that the cable would be delivered the next day.

But when a week later, nothing had happened, Cherian de-
cided that he was not going to deal with agents and resellers any-
more. He called up Daffodil's coordination office in Bangalore
and explained the situation. Ravi Pai, the chief officer, heard him
out and said: "I will speak to Genesis India and make sure you're
called before the day is over."

Cherian was thoroughly confused by now. "Who is Genesis?"
he asked. That was when he discovered the convoluted chain that
Daffodil Inc had laid out in India. Genesis was an Indian com-
pany, the retailer of Daffodil in Hong Kong. Daffodil also had a
one-man office in Bangalore, but it largely dealt with the Indian
market through Genesis.

He wondered what Genesis's track record in India was like.
Nair's research confirmed that the company had good credentials.
Genesis was supposed to be one of the largest private organisations
in India and was an agent for many hardware manufacturers. But
Cherian was still unsure. "Then who is Oregano?" he asked Nair.
"They are the agents for Genesis and many other computer brands.
Let me put it simply, they are like a clearing and forwarding agent or
a distributor in India for a brand called Daffodil," Nair told him.

Meanwhile, Pai, at Daffodil's coordination office in Bangalore
kept his word. An engineer from Genesis arrived the next week to
solve the software crisis. However, that was not the end of Cher-
ian's problems. They now discovered that the Torro 486 which
Oregano had confirmed as capable of interfacing with the Daf-
fodil with minor changes, was actually incompatible with the new
system. "Various boards and components will have to be
changed. I will give you a list but you will have to get these done
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yourself. Once you have done that we should be able to help," said
the Genesis engineer.

By now, Cherian was at his wits' end. He pointed out that
when he had asked for an evaluation of his existing hardware,
Oregano had confirmed that the two systems were compatible.
"What you are now suggesting will increase my cost. I may not
have gone in for the Daffodil had I been told about his incompati-
bility at the very outset," he said angrily. Even so, Nair contacted
Dennet Computers, manufacturers of the Torro, and asked for an
estimate of how much it would cost to incorporate the changes.
Their estimate: Rs 28,000.

"This cost overrun is absurd," a furious Cherian told Nair.
"They said it was possible to connect the Torro. They also prom-
ised that the changes would be minimal and they would do it for
us at no extra cost. How are we going to justify this delay now?"
The ninth week of inactivity and inflated costs were weighing
heavily on his mind.

Maxware couldn't keep any of its deadlines. Cherian had also
ordered a Matrix, the laptop. But eight weeks after the first batch
of equipment was delivered, there was still no sign of the laptop.
Each time Cherian reminded Maxware about the laptop, the com-
pany promised to dispatch it within 3-4 days - only to renege on
its promise a few days later.

EVENTUALLY,the much awaited printer cable arrived with
yet another engineer, Raghu Iyer. The engineer ran a few
checks and commands, checked his manual one last time
and finally declared: "I can load and install the printer de-
ices but you are likely to be faced with inadequate disk

space very soon." Cheri an was aghast. The Province he had or-
dered was to have a 200 MB disk, but the piece he got had only a
100 MB disk. "I can't say how this happened," said Iyer. "The
Province is usually fitted with a 200 MB disk."

Cherian was now on the warpath. He expected a foreign
player like Daffodil to be more credible. But the situation was ut-
terly ridiculous. These were firms that freely and confidently
touted quality management principles in their advertisements.
Once again he called up Genesis India, who again promised to up-
grade the Province.

Then, the elusive laptop, the Matrix, arrived. The basic idea of
investing in a laptop was to give Cheri an the flexibility of a
portable office since he was travelling nearly four days a week.
The fax facility that came with the Matrix was a critical add on.
Yet, the Matrix delivered to Cherian did not have a fax card.

The situation was totally chaotic by now. Belfry was dealing
with everyone: Maxware, Oregano, Genesis and Daffodil. The com-
plexity of the relationships and their individual boundaries of oper-

ations irked Cherian no end. He was confused by the multitude of
promises and counter assurances made by the various agencies.
He had talked to Daffodil who directed him to Oregano, who in turn
directed him to Genesis. He was going round in circles, speaking to
every link in the chain without any tangible result.

When 1 e fax card finally came, it did not have the required soft-
ware. Meanwhile, Pardi at Oregano suddenly became incommuni-
cado. There was no response to the innumerable phone calls and fax
messages sent to him. Numb with impatience, Cherian called Daf-
fodil again. Pai was apologetic: "I'm sorry that Oregano has been un-
able to meet your needs. Iwill ask Pentax Systems to service you."

Pentax was another Daffodil agent and the newest link in the
chain of confusion. The company's people came, saw, made
notes and left with a promise to solve the problem. But they
never returned. "I was expecting that," said Nair. "No service
firm would want to pick up another's bad job. There is too much
at stake," he said. Cherian now reaIised that no one of them -
Oregano, Maxware or Pentax - was equippe.d to handle serious
computing requirements.

"What do they have in terms of expertise?" he asked Nair. "They
probably are used to a set of users who use a PC for word processing
or spreadsheet applications. I had detailed my specifications,
shown them the location and networks expected. But what did I
get?" Nair, however, felt the problem lay in Daffodil's halfhearted
entry into India. "Daffodil has not studied the Indian computing
environment adequately. The company does not reaJise that in In-
dia we use a PC as a peripheral in a larger computer environment,
whereas in the US it is used to marketing PCsfor home use."

In sheer frustration, Cherian called up Daffodil's CEO Tim Kiat
the company's head office in Hong Kong. "This is all I can take," he
said towards the end. "How long am I to hang on to a white ele-
phant?" Ki was brief, but polite: "We will try and help you." When
there was no response from Kifor the next four days, Cheri an sent a
fax: "This is the story of a nightmare we have gone through for de-
ciding to order a Daffodil machine in India. We have lost two
months and patience. Yet,we are not anywhere near a complete in-
stallation. None of the people in the entire chain are equipped to
handle serious computing requirements. Is this fair? The only
course of action available to us is to press charges for loss of time
and go to the business press so that no other user is taken for a ride."

Four days later, Cherian received a call from Daffodil Hong
Kong's marketing manager, Vijay Dani. "We have read your fax and
sympathise with your predicament. But you must appreciate we
are only platform providers. We can't provide solutions," said Dani.
Cherian wasn't sure whether he understood what he heard. He
said: "Correct me ifI am wrong, but ifI buy a product from you on
the basis of a set of expectations and a confirmation that the prod-

uct will and does meet those expectations, can't I expect
you to carry it through? Therefore, if I buy a comput-

ing machine from you, where do I go for a comput-
ing solution? No one in your entire network can

help me with a complete and successful instal-
lation!" said Cheri an.

"You must understand one thing, Mr.
Cherian,' said Dani. "The software you have
been given is not ours. It is a Windows soft-
ware. You should. therefore, approach their
agent in India for software support." Cherian

did not need that kind of help. "I know how
Windows works, but I need you to load the soft-

ware and create the disk capability necessary to
make Windows work. This a part of hardware engi-
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neering, how does it become Microsoft's responsibility?"

Besides, both the hardware and the software had been sup-
plied by Maxware who had assured him that Daffodil adapts to
Windows. "Windows is Windows, it will work if the body is right.
You'vegiven me a body which isn't ready for Windows. If you are
supplying me Windows, you go to Microsoft and provide me the
support too. Otherwise you have no business supplying me Win-
dows!"said Cherian angrily.

But Dani stood his ground: "Worldwide, this is our practice.
Daffodil is only a provider of computing platforms."

"In which case," said Cherian, "back it with high quality service
to end users. India is not the rest of the world. It is a new market for
laptops and the market needs perfect information on how the
product marketing outfit works. Why didn't you tell me at the time I
placed my order that your sale and liability to the consumer ends
when you delivered the goods? That installation to render the prod-
uct usable to my needs was not your concern? I did not say I want
the Province. I merely said I wanted a machine that can interface
withTorro and perform a specified set of functions. And your agent
prescribed the Province and the Matrixl"

Long after this conversation ended, Cherian thought about the
issue. Daffodil was bringing a highly mature product, which had
been accepted in a mature market, into a developing market (in
computer usage) like India. In the US, a consumer is aware ofDaf-
fodils marketing methods, which are defined by the maturity of the
product category, the markets and the way the channels are struc-
tured. Therefore, he reasoned, it was possible that a user buys the
platform from one, the software from another, the accessories and
peripherals from a third. But in India, where the market for comput-
ers was very different, the user wanted a total package. "How can
they replicate the marketing strategy for the US in India? Can't they
see that the markets, the users are still evolving?" he said to Nair.

Dani had himself stated that this was Daffodil's practice
worldwide. "We just sell our product, and our product is simply
the hardware. We don't connect faxes and scanners. It is for you to
take the pieces and find the right software interface." Cherian
wouldn't agree. "That's because in those markets there is a menu
of software readily available and integrators who provide that
kind of support. And the cost of these specialised services is also
lowin the US. My friend in Canada has a Province and his daugh-
ter drew my face on it. For that kind of use he doesn't need soft-
ware support." Cherian's argument was that it was one thing if the
Daffodil was positioned as a toy; but if it was aiming for serious
computing, it required specialised software support.

After all, didn't Maxware sell him a scanner because it felt that
Cherian needed one given his office requirements? "Yet I was
given a hand-held scanner," he told Dani. "Worse, your engineer

could not tell me how to use it. Next he said my 486 was incom-
patible - after I had made it abundantly clear that the new prod-
uct should interface with the torro."

An unmoved Dani exercised immense patience. "Mr. Cher-
ian, please understand that we are not system integrators. In sim-
ple label language it means I bought you an inkjet printer and
gave it to you. But that does not mean we are responsible for it.
Therefore, may I request you to separate the issues pertaining to
the Daffodil from the ones not pertaining to it?"

A
T this point, Cherian was ready to snap. Was Daffodil redefin-
ing the rules in a market where players like HCL took full re-
sponsibility for whatever configuration and peripherals they
sold? He called his manager (information technology) Karnik
and explained the Daffodil stance. Said Karnik: "In India, we

are used to players like Wipro and HCL, who have the staff and the
support to be system integrators. They began as mini computer sell-
ers and had the support which they extended to PCs. We have got
used to that kind of a market. But today, the likes of Daffodil are
bringing in a new concept in computer selling to India, for which we
are not structurally ready."

This came as a surprise for Cherian. The product communica-
tion had not said anything like that. So he said to Dani: "You rec-
ommended and sold me a package; that you choose to source the
parts from three or four different vendors/manufacturers is your
business decision. As a buyer of a package from one single source,
I will seek a solution for performance from that source. Eitheryou
sell me what you recommend and take full responsibility for its
performance, or simply reject my order. Your agents, Maxware,
are the sole agent for Daffodil. They have chosen to build a hard-
ware solution for my needs. Such a solution was based on their
understanding of Daffodil's capabilities."

Unhappy with the impasse, Cherian sent off a fax to Daffodil in
Hong Kong. "Discover what the customer wants - which means
discover the consumers' vision of what they really want. Cus-
tomers are not a generic mass. Their needs vary from market to
market and this depends on the maturity and structure of each
market. Therefore, you cannot market to a customer in India the
way you market to a customer in the US. In each market you need
to alter your vision which you have clearly not done for India."

Dani and Ki replied jointly: "Good customer service does not
mean that we look after every whim of the customer. If you want
system integration you really have to go elsewhere. System inte-
gration is not part of our vision."

Is Daffodil's vision deficient? Have they defined their vision
too narrowly in India? Have they failed to understand the Indian
customer's vision? •
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platforms' and 'unbundled product offers'.
While this certainly resulted in consid-

erable economy and freedom of choice for
the customer, it required the parallel de-
velopment of a sophisticated distribution
and support channel consisting of distrib-
utor, retailer, dealer, value-added reseller,
system integrator and solution provider.

These are usually independent compa-
nies and provide unbundled services
across a variety of platforms. It is true that
in India this phenomenon is not as wide-
spread as in developed markets like the
US, but such channels do exist.

Cherian has had a miserable experience
with all elements of the sales, product deliv-
ery and support cycle starting out with:
• Untrained sales channel resulting in un-
derselling and over-commitment. IfCherian

IEREis no doubt that Daffodil's
management perceives India as an-
other distribution territory and not
as another market. Until Daffodil's
operating management (Dani and

Pail is able to convince its CEO, Tim Ki,
about the potential of the Indian market
and the need to commit resources, the
company will not be successful in the In-
dian market. This is evident in Dani and
Ki's final reply to Cherian's fax on 'good
customer service'.

Marketing fundamentals require that
you understand a customer's needs and
develop strategies to bring the right ele-
ments of the marketing mix - product of-
fering, positioning, distribution channels
etc - to satisfy those needs.

It is clear that Daffodil has done none
of this. They have appointed a complex
structure of distribution channels -
Oregano, Maxware, Genesis, Pentax -
with no clear understanding of the role
and value each link has to pay in satisfying
customer needs.

Market entry strategies for developing
markets like India cannot be developed by
middle managers whose only experience
spans distribution and channel manage-
ment, even if it is over vast geographical ter-
ritories. Daffodil should have a strong in-
country management team which has the
ability not only to assess market! customer
needs, but persuade its top management
(who control resources) on the appropriate
entry strategy even if it varies from success-
ful strategies in other markets.

Daffodil must realise that it serves end
customers such as Cherian and must de-
vise its marketing strategy and appoint
distribution channels which will satisfy
the needs of such customers in the most
efficient manner. The company must re-
alise that it is dealing with an altogether
different market.

Emerging markets like India have
jumped a number of evolutionary steps in
information technology (like traditional
mainframe/super-mini system selling
where the computer company provided a
complete hardware, software, application,
training and implementation support) and
largely moved to the paradigm of 'open

had been educated on the choice between
the hand-held scanner and the A4 scanner,
what became a Significant customer dissat-
isfaction issue could have become an oppor-
tunity to increase order value.
• Delayed and incomplete deliveries.
• Lack of availability of trained installa-
tion support personnel. It is evident that
while Daffodil does have a number of
channels, there is no clear strategy and un-
derstanding of the different roles and mar-
kets each is supposed to address. In fact its
channels seem to provide only sales reach
into the market. While this should give
them initial sales successes, it is a sure
recipe for ruining its brand image in the
long term. When a customer chooses a
brand, he assumes that the brand will de-
liver its promised value, regardless of
whether he buys it directly from the com-
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pany or through any of its authorised dis-
tribution channels.

While developing their market entry
strategies, multinational companies like
Daffodil should take into account the fol-
lowing elements in detail:
• POSitioning the product markets must
be clearly defined (for instance, will Daf-
fodil address the small office home office
(SoHo) market, corporate server market,
branch automation, personal computing
needs or a mix of all these). While the In-
dian market has a sizeable potential, it is
currently a small market and, hence, its
very narrowly defined niches don't have
enough revenue volumes. Therefore, a
company will have to address many seg-
ments to build adequate revenue volumes.
• Having defined the product market ap-
plication matrix, Daffodil should identify
appropriate distribution channels to ad-
dress each of these markets. This is a com-
plex task because in India channel
nomenclatures like VAR(value added re-
seller). distributor, SI (system integrator)
are loosely and interchangeably used. The
company will have to really spend time to
understand the strengths and weaknesses
of the various potential candidates while
investing in developing them.
• There is no doubt that the Indian cus-
tomer will also peed to be educated so that
he is rewarded for studying manuals and
trying to use 'plug and play' technologies.
However, this is a long-term strategy and
Daffodil will need to work with industry
groups, trade associations and govern-
ment bodies like the department of elec-
tronics to enable this.
• Daffodil's management should also in-
vest in strategic partnerships with system
integrators like Andersen Consulting and
Tata Consultancy Services. Such partner-
ships would complement Daffodil's plat-
form strategy to satisfy the needs of the
customers.

Finally, in a world of global markets
and international brands, it is especially
important for the company to have a
strong in-country management to de-
velop appropriate market entry strategies
and strategic partnerships for the develop-
ment of solutions for customer needs. •
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approached an organisation with depth
and proven track record in providing ap-
plication solution to its specific business
environment. Belfry put the cart before
the horse.
• It did not investigate the support struc-
ture of the supplier. Mere hardware does
not create value for Belfry; customer value
is created with strong services organisa-
tion. Companies would do well to seek ad-
vice from outside experts on their pur-
chase decisions.

We are already seeing this happening
in the power sector. It is the responsibility
of the vendor to educate and guide the
customer and this makes good business
sense in the long term.

The Indian buyer is quite discerning to-
day. He knows he has a choice and I don't
think he gets carried away by brand names.
True, a global premium brand comes with a
high standard of quality and state-of-the-
art technology.

But the buyer must see that the pre-
scription fits his need.
• Being successful in one country does
not guarantee success for a product in a dif-
ferent environment. Daffodil was success-
ful in one market because it treated its
products as a mere commodity. In the In-
dian context, a similar approach has spelt
disaster for Belfry's plans and Daffodil's
brand image.

Brand image is as important in informa-
tion technology products as it is in washing
machines. And how does one build a strong
brand image? Through quality products, ef-
ficient support, technology and above all by
keeping an ear to the ground.

A brand is what the consumer perceives
about it. This perception will remain posi-

I
Nthe complex technological environ-

ment, change is the only constant.
This is evident in technology, pricing,
services and the thought process per-
vading the business environment. In

such a turbulent environment, achieving
full profit potential and creating value for
every customer is the only path towards
achieving success for an information tech-
nology organisation.

The nineties have been a period of sig-
nificant growth in the Indian information
technology industry. The market has been
growing at 60% every year. The personal
computer, especially, has been an exciting
segment. While constant upgradation has
made the PC a powerful machine today, it
ismaking major inroads into the SoHo and
home segments.

With rapidly increasing volumes, mar-
keting of computers in India has adopted
the channel route. Companies are even
marketing higher-end products like
servers and workstations through VASand
business partners.

As a result, many Indian companies
could face the same problems that Belfry
has been facing. It is, therefore, important
for the information technology vendor to
understand the total requirements of the
customer.

Even in consumer durables like wash-
ing machines and music systems, the ba-
sic marketing tenet is the need to under-
stand what the customer wants.
Accordingly, he should be provided with
the right advice and best solution.

One has to create a market and not
merely try to gain a share in the existing
one. For a global player seeking entry into
the market, providing the right solution
should be top priority in India as well.

The customers have to make critical
decisions as to who would be their tech-
nological partner. They've to be cautious
because this is terra incognita for most
organisations. Belfry's management
made several critical errors while take the
decision to invest in an information sys-
tem. These were:
• Product selection was made purely
from a hardware perspective rather than

. as a solution. The Belfry team should have
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tive only if there is a strong consumer focus
built over time. Otherwise, it hardly takes
any time for a consumer to erase the brand
image from his memory. It is almost im-
possible to stage a comeback later for com-
petition would have surged ahead.

Belfry should have signed a contract
both for products and services with one or-
ganisation. Here the convoluted channel
structure led to the different links passing
the buck instead of assuming responsibil-
ity for a total solution. The management's
decision placed the business on a high
path offailure.

The bottomline is that the success of
an international brand's strategy in one
market does not guarantee success in the
Indian market. Being sensitive to local
needs is the first logical step towards suc-
cess. Therefore, I agree with Cherian that
consumer needs varyfrom market to mar-
ket and the US model cannot necessarily
be replicated in the Indian context.

Cosmetics could be a typical example
of how strategies should be different in dif-
ferent markets. For instance, global ma-
jors like Revlon have not launched their
age-defying and silicon based cosmetics
(which are extremely popular in the West)
in India because these hint at a behaviour
that the Indian culture still does not ac-
cept. Clearly Daffodil needs to adapt to
the Indian environment or lose out to
competition.

In fact, one need not know a global
brand's worldwide strategy. It really does
not matter to an Indian sportsman if
Reebok is positioning its shoes in the US for
baseball. He is more concerned if Reebok's
shoes are ideally suited for cricket or
hockey. And if Reebok fulfills this need, he
is happy.

Daffodil's primary error is its failure to
position itself as a total solutions provider
in the Indian context, because that is what
this market needs today.

Daffodil needs to structure its organi-
sation to separately address the specific
requirements of each industry. However
while offering a solution, it needs to take
advantage of the organisation's overall
capabilities to offer the best options. In
other words, total solutions. •


